Where/from whom can you find help in the Library? 64/73

How many books does the VC Library have written by or about GARY SOTO? 60/73
What is the (call number) for one of his books? 60/73

How many books does the VC Library have about SOCCER? 45/73
What is the (call number) for one of these books? 60/73

At which campus library will you find the book YANOMAMO? 22/73

Can you check out textbooks for the entire semester from the Library? TRUE 51/73
FALSE

How does the VC Library differ from a public library? 39/73

List two VC Library databases 46/73

How many articles can you find in ASP on this topic SLOW FOOD MOVEMENT? Results (#): 34/73

Describe one way you can narrow down results if you find too many on your first search. 42/73
Where/from whom can you find help in the Library? 21/21

How many books does the VC Library have written by or about GARY SOTO? X
What is the (call number) for one of his books? 13/21

How many books does the VC Library have about SOCCER? 12/21
What is the (call number) for one of these books? 16/21

At which campus library will you find the book YANOMAMO? 2/21

Can you check out textbooks for the entire semester from the Library? TRUE FALSE 13/21

How does the VC Library differ from a public library? 14/21

List two VC Library databases __________________, __________________

How many articles can you find in __________________ on this topic __________________?
Results (#): __________________

Describe one way you can narrow down results if you find too many on your first search. ______
__________________________
Where/from whom can you find help in the Library? 20/22

How many books does the VC Library have written by or about GARY SOTO? X
What is the (call number) for one of his books? 18/22

How many books does the VC Library have about SOCCER? 14/22
What is the (call number) for one of these books? 19/22

At which campus library will you find the book YANOMAMO? 8/22

Can you check out textbooks for the entire semester from the Library? TRUE FALSE 15/22

How does the VC Library differ from a public library? 17/22

List two VC Library databases 19/22

How many articles can you find in ____________ on this topic ____________? Results (#): ____________

Describe one way you can narrow down results if you find too many on your first search. 19/22